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Abstract
Temporal difference methods enable efficient estimation of value functions in reinforcement learning in an incremental
fashion, and are of broader interest because they correspond learning as observed in biological systems. Standard value
functions correspond to the expected value of a sum of discounted returns. While this formulation is often sufficient for
many purposes, it would often be useful to be able to represent functions of the return as well. Unfortunately, most such
functions cannot be estimated directly using TD methods. We propose a means of estimating functions of the return
using its moments, which can be learned online using a modified TD algorithm. The moments of the return are then
used as part of a Taylor expansion to approximate analytic functions of the return.
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1 Introduction
In the context of Markov Decision Processes, the value for state s under policy pi is given by:
vpi(s)
def
= E [Gt|St = s,At+k ∼ pi(St+k)], k = 0, 1, 2, . . . (1)
where we define the return Gt
def
=
∑∞
n=0 γ
nRt+n+1, the sum of discounted future rewards. Many problems can be
modelled using MDPs, and so by learning the value function we become able to predict the results of a given policy.
While this formulation captures many quantities of interest, sometimes what we wish to predict cannot be expressed as
discounted sums of rewards. For example, financiers evaluate potential investments in terms of both the expected profit
as well as the risk they would be undertaking.
Whereas the standard value function only reflects the expected return, we can instead take inspiration from economics
and consider a utility function such as
u(s) = E[Gt|St = s] + β Var[Gt|St = s] = v(s) + β Var[Gt|St = s]
A negative value of β models risk-aversion, while a positive value corresponds to risk-seeking; when β is zero, the utility
is identical to the expected value.
Unfortunately, the variance—and most other functions of the return—are not directly amenable to standard RL methods,
as it cannot be written in the form of a standard return, i.e. as a simple recursive equation. This is generally the case for
any function of the return that is not linear.
In this paper, we investigate a method for learning the moments of the return in a way that is compatible with temporal
difference (TD) learning. This in turn allows us to estimate nonlinear functions of the return via Taylor approximation.
The algorithm we describe is patterned off of standard TD learning, although our methods are easily adaptable to other
algorithms if so desired. Further examples and some experiments illustrating the usefulness and validity of our approach
are provided.
2 Moments of the Return
As a first example of more general approximation targets, we consider the problem of estimating the moments of the
return1. In general, the formula for the n-th power of the return is:
Gnt
def
= (Rt+1 + γGt+1)
n =
n−1∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
γkRn−kt+1 G
k
t+1 + γ
nGnt+1
= R
(n)
t+1 + γ
nGnt+1
(2)
Where we use R(n)t+1
def
=
∑n−1
k=0
(
n
k
)
γkRn−kt+1 G
k
t+1. So the n-th moment is just E[R
(n)
t+1] + γ
n E[Gnt+1]. Superficially, this has the
appearance of a Bellman equation, but note that due to the terms involving a product of Rt+1 and Gt+1 we can no longer
leverage the Markov property to update from a single transition.
However (as noted by [7], [9], [10] among others) it is possible to make an approximation to get a more appropriate
target. If we have an estimate of the value function for the first n− 1 moments, written vn(·), with vn(s) ≈ Epi,s[Gnt ], then
we can define a new approximation target for the next moment, Gˆn, via:
Gˆn
def
=
(
n−1∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
γkRn−kt+1 vk(St+1)
)
+ γnGˆnt+1 = Rˆ
(n)
t+1 + γ
nGˆnt+1 (3)
Where we simplify the notation by defining v0 : S → R such that v0(s) = 0 if s is a terminal state and 1 otherwise. Here,
Rˆ
(n)
t+1 is given by:
Rˆ
(n)
t+1
def
=
n−1∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
γkRn−kt+1 vk(St+1) (4)
1 Recall that for a random variable X , the n-th moment of X (if it exists) is defined to be Mn(X)
def
= E[Xn], and the n-th central
moment is Cn(X)
def
= E[(X − E[X])n]. The first moment of X is just its expected value, and the second central moment is more
commonly termed the variance.
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This new approximation target2 is similar to eq. (2) except that we use vn(St+1) in place of Gnt+1 in the binomial sum. It
has the form of a Bellman equation and can be learned via TD methods (see [1], [4], [7], [9], [10] for further elaboration).
Ideally, we would have Gˆn = Gn—this is the case if the estimated value functions v1, v2, . . . , vn−1 are equivalent to their
corresponding “true” value functions. When the value functions are inexact (as under function approximation), Gˆn is
still well-defined, but is likely to be a biased estimate of the true Gn.
If desired, an approximation for the central moments cn(s) can then be calculated from the estimates via:
cn(s) = E
pi,s
[(Gt − E
pi,s
[Gt])
n] =
n∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
(−1)n−kvk(s)vn−k1 (s) (5)
In Algorithm 1 we provide an example implementation for estimating the higher moments of the return3 based on the
Semi-Gradient TD(λ) algorithm from [8] (pg.293).
Algorithm 1: Estimating n moments of the return for a policy using TD(λ)
input : the policy pi to be evaluated
input : A set of n differentiable functions {vi}ni=1 parameterized by their respective weights {w}ni=1 with wi ∈ Rd, such
that vi : S → R and vi(terminal) = 0.
parameters : A set of step-sizes {αi}ni=1 with αi ∈ (0, 1); a set of trace decay rates {λ}ni=1 with λi ∈ [0, 1].
foreach k = 1, . . . , n do Initialize wk arbitrarily
for each episode do
Initialize s . Initial state
foreach k = 1, . . . , n do zk ← 0 . set traces to zero
while s is not terminal do
Choose a ∼ pi(·|s)
Take action a, observe r, s′
for k = n, . . . , 1 do
zk ← γkλk +∇vk(s) . update traces
rk ←
∑k−1
`=0
(
k
`
)
γ`rk−`v`(s′) . “reward” from eq. (4)
δ ← rk + γkvk(s′)− vk(s)
wk ← wk + αkδzk
end
s← s′
end
end
It is possible to prove convergence of Algorithm 1 with linear function approximation and λ = 0. Due to the space
constraints of this paper, we do not provide those, but refer the interested reader to [1], [9].
3 Approximating Functions of the Return via Taylor Expansions
We now suggest some methods for estimating functions of the return. Consider an analytic function f : R → R and
define upi : S → R by
upi(s)
def
= E
pi
[f(Gt)|St = s] = E
pi,s
[G˜t] (6)
where G˜t = f(Gt). We wish to approximate this function with some u(·) so that upi ≈ u.
Recall that an analytic function can be expressed by the Taylor expansion about some point a by:
f(x) =
∞∑
n=0
f (n)(a)
n!
(x− a)n = f(a) + f ′(a)(x− a) + 1
2!
f ′′(a)(x− a)2 + · · · (7)
2 Using a proxy in place of a quantity that is more difficult to approximate is a common tactic in machine learning. In fact, the
λ-return (the approximation target of TD(λ) and related methods) is similar in some respects. Given by Gλt
def
= Rt+1 + γ(λG
λ
t+1 + (1−
λ)v(St+1)), it also requires a value function in order to be properly specified.
3 A more detailed treatment that includes bootstrapping and off-policy extensions for the second moment is described in [6], [10].
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with f (n) denoting the n-th derivative of f . So long as x lies within the radius of convergence for the Taylor expansion
at a, the expansion is exact and (tautologically) convergent4.
This can be used to express the expected value of a function of a random variable, in this case, the return:
E
pi
[f(Gt)|St = s] = E
pi,s
[ ∞∑
n=0
f (n)(a)
n!
(Gt − a)n
]
=
∞∑
n=0
f (n)(a)
n!
E
pi,s
[(Gt − a)n] (8)
where we use the linearity of expectation and the fact that f (n)(a) is a effectively a constant (given a) to rewrite the sum.
There are two “obvious” choices for a: either the origin or the mean, v1(s). In the case of a = 0 this just becomes
u(s) =
∞∑
n=0
f (n)(0)
n!
E
pi,s
[Gnt ] ≈
∞∑
n=0
f (n)(0)
n!
vn(s) (9)
Whereas for a = v1(s) we get
u(s) =
∞∑
n=0
f (n)(v1(s))
n!
E
pi,s
[(Gt − v1(s))n] ≈
∞∑
n=0
f (n)(v1(s))
n!
cn(s) (10)
where cn(·) can be computed from eq. (5) as needed.
We remark that this technique is surprisingly effective, but can break down if the higher moments of Gt dominate the
sum because the estimates for those moments tend to be less accurate.
4 Experiments
We use a variant of the Cliff Walk domain [8] as depicted in Figure 1 (a). The agent can move up, down, left, or right, but
with a small probability of ending up in a square adjacent to the one it intended to travel to. The agent receives a small
negative reward for each timestep until it reaches the goal. If the agent enters one of the “cliff” cells, it receives a large
negative reward and is transferred back to the start position.
We then define two policies: a risky one which takes the short path near the cliff and a safe one which takes a longer path
avoiding the cliff. Extensive Monte-Carlo rollouts were used to compute the true value functions for the modified returns
and we utilize the mean absolute percentage value error, MAPV E = 1|S|
∑
s∈S
|vˆ(s)−v(s)|
|v(s)| where vˆ(s) is the approximated
value and v(s) is the true value function for the modified returns.
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Figure 1: (a) The cliff walk domain. Risky policy is indicated by red arrows, and safe policy is indicated by blue arrows.
(b) The prediction error for the first five moments of the return. (c) The prediction error for different functions of return.
To demonstrate the validity of our approach, we estimate the first five moments of the return using algorithm 1 on the
Safe policy with λ = 0. Figure 1 (b) shows that we are indeed able to approximate the moments accurately, with their
errors converging towards zero. We then use these estimated moments to form a Taylor approximation to a few functions
of the return. We find that the Taylor approximation is also reasonably accurate.
Next, we show that, by considering functions of the return, we may prefer different policies when compared to just using
the value function. Concretely, we use f(Gt) = −e−Gt which magnifies negative returns. In the Cliff Walk domain, this
tends to penalize risky policies that have a greater chance of falling off the cliff, more than offsetting the benefit of a faster
route. We compare the two policies (see fig. 1.a) mentioned earlier. Table 1 shows the estimates learned by our algorithm,
for both the expected return and its transformation Epi[e−Gt ].
4 The radius of convergence depends on both f and a, but one could either rescale the function or the rewards to ensure the
expansion’s validity.
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Epi[G0] Epi[e−G0 ]
Safe Policy -1.45 -4.60
Risky Policy -1.30 -7.25
Table 1: Estimates learned for the start state (t=0) for the different policies.
From Table 1, we observe that different policies are preferable depending on how we define the utility function. If utility
is equivalent to value, the Risky policy has the advantage, since it tends to reach the goal faster in spite of occasionally
plummeting off the cliff. But if we instead evaluate the policies in terms of the transformed return, the Safe policy is
better. We conclude that transforming the return can be an effective strategy for modifying the preferences of agents.
5 Summary
In this brief report, we have indicated some situations where the value function alone might not capture salient aspects
of a task. To some extent, this can be ameliorated by instead using a function of the return. We proposed a method
that allows for estimating functions of the return while retaining the advantages of temporal difference methods: fast,
incremental learning with low resource requirements.
From a theoretical perspective, predictions (in the form of value functions) are fundamental to reinforcement learning,
so a means of making more expressive predictions can only be advantageous. The most straightforward use case would
be improving an agent’s performance by more accurately specifying what constitutes desirable behavior, such as in the
Cliff Walk experiment described in section 4.
There are also some less obvious applications. Learning value functions can assist agents in many ways, being used to
explicitly refine the agent’s knowledge about its environment [2], or as an auxiliary task that improves the representation
when deep learning techniques are employed [3].
On a more speculative note, our ideas might also have relevance for theories of biological cognition. We note that there
is evidence for TD-like mechanisms in the human brain [5], and that it matches well with models of animal learning.
Perhaps there are some neural correlates of moment estimation, or even something corresponding to estimating functions
of the return.
While we limited our investigation to TD methods, the approach we suggest is very general, and could be applied with
other algorithms instead of Algorithm 1. By extending what we can express in terms of value functions, this allows for
greater flexibility in making predictions and setting objectives, without requiring new algorithms or modifications to the
“natural” reward function of a task.
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